Leading car manufacturers recommend
CTEK battery chargers
January 28, 2013

London UK (RPRN) 01/28/13 — Demonstrating its range of smart battery chargers are market
leading products, CTEK, a global battery care products and accessories manufacturer, is the
brand of choice for numerous prominent vehicle producers based around the globe, including
BMW, Audi and Corvette.
Furthermore, the chargers are used by a number of professional racing organisations, such as
Swedish rally team Flash Engineering and speed trial team, Valerie Thompson Racing; all of
which rely heavily on vehicle components being at their optimum at all times.

Racing teams and car manufacturers choose CTEK because its products are not only reliable
and simple to use, but its smart chargers can be left safely connected without the risk of
overcharging. For example, functions like ‘float’, which maintains a battery’s voltage by providing
a constant voltage charge, and ‘pulse’, which sustains at 95 to 100 per cent capacity, mean users
can connect and forget. CTEK chargers also protect vehicle electronics and are non-sparking as
well as splash and dust proof.
The most popular CTEK car battery charger is the MXS 5.0, which provides the user with stateof-the-art technology; the eight-step, fully automatic charging functions were previously only
found in CTEK’s professional range. Not only does the unit charge a battery to the required state,
it also diagnoses underlying issues with a power source, alerting the user when it cannot receive
or retain a charge. Other functionality includes pulsing voltage designed to remove sulphates
from the lead plates of the battery and reconditioning for deeply discharged batteries.
Jan-Ulf Soderberg, head of brand and marketing at CTEK, comments: “That so many of the
world’s leading car manufacturers have complete confidence in CTEK chargers is high praise
indeed and we’re thrilled that recommendations from such elite brands, like Porsche and
Lamborghini to name just two, come by way of genuine product usage. A battery maintenance
routine couldn’t be easier with a CTEK charger, no matter what vehicle you own; our range of
eight-step chargers will prevent sulphur from building up, recondition and analyse on top of
keeping batteries at their prime charge states.”
The CTEK MXS 5.0 is a 12V battery charger, suitable for all lead-acid batteries. For more
information about CTEK’s other battery charging and maintenance products, also available for 6
and 24V batteries, please visit www.ctek.com.
Join the conversation with CTEK on www.twitter.com/CTEKChargers and
www.facebook.com/CTEKBatteryChargers.
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